The table below contains a list of quotes from Israeli political figures that are potentially inciting acts of genocide or war crimes. These quotes are from various sources and have been compiled to provide a comprehensive overview of the nature of the incitement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Original language</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/1/2023</td>
<td>Azi Dichter</td>
<td>Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development</td>
<td>Gaza displacement / genocidal intent</td>
<td>“Hamas lost control of the north of the strip, we’re doing a Gaza Nakba 2023”</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://twitter.com/hagay/status/1734100347215385515?s=66&amp;ref_src=twsrc%5Etf%E7%9F%B6%7Etwqe%7EBr%7E2023-11-13%7E2023-11-13%7E1820:34:11">https://twitter.com/hagay/status/1734100347215385515?s=66&amp;ref_src=twsrc%5Etf矶%7Etwqe%7EBr%7E2023-11-13%7E2023-11-13%7E1820:34:11</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16/10/2023 Ohad Tal
Member of the Israeli Knesset (Religious Zionism)
forced displacement
"We cannot go back to the same conception: there cannot be any humanitarian aid in Gaza while there are hostages in the Gaza Strip, including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip. We cannot enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of explosives by the Air Force, and not an ounce of humanitarian aid."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219178896331132

13/10/2023 Nissim Vaturi
Deputy Knesset Speaker (Likud)
collective punishment
"We must not show mercy to cruel people, there is no place for any humanitarian gestures – we must erase the memory of Aravka (biblical土地) to the Israelites."

https://www.inn.co.il/news/616871

16/10/2023 Almog Cohen
MK to Channel 7: Destroy a neighborhood in Gaza every day the abductees are in their hands. If we blink, we run out of global credit. Every day that the abductees are with them, a neighborhood must be destroyed on its inhabitants and I will be called cruel. It is a genocidal intent. A leadership that has mercy on monsters who massacred us is not worthy of leadership. A conscience for several hours is surrender; it is awareness, humiliation... Without crushing Hamas and ruling Gaza, we will not have the right to exist."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219196788973576

26/10/2023 Almog Cohen
Deputy Speaker of Knesset
"A complete siege on Gaza. No water, no electricity, no food. It's like the Berlin Blockade. Water for the south of the Gaza Strip – only in exchange for the return of the kidnapped children and women."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

13/10/2023 Limor Sonenson (Likud)
collective punishment
"If the goal of this operation is not destruction, occupation, deportation and settlement, we have done nothing. In the end, the whole country will be [Bible] Be'eri..."

https://twitter.com/AidaTuma/status/1714223260819198199

25/10/2023 Elie Cohen
Minister of Foreign Affairs
forced displacement
"A leadership that has mercy on monsters who massacred us is not worthy of leadership. A conscience for several hours is surrender; it is awareness, humiliation... Without crushing Hamas and ruling Gaza, we will not have the right to exist."

https://www.inn.co.il/news/616871

16/10/2023 Ariel Kallner
Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud)
genocidal intent
"Nakba! Expel them all. If the Egyptians care so much for them - they are welcome to have them wrapped in cellophane tied with a ribbon. Save [our land] in Aravka!"

https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/h1smrocwt

16/10/2023 Almog Cohen
Member of the Israeli Knesset (Religious Zionism)
collective punishment
"There cannot be any humanitarian aid in Gaza while there are hostages in the Gaza Strip, including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip. We cannot enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of explosives by the Air Force, and not an ounce of humanitarian aid."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

26/10/2023 Almog Cohen
Deputy Speaker of Knesset
"A complete siege on Gaza. No water, no electricity, no food. It's like the Berlin Blockade. Water for the south of the Gaza Strip – only in exchange for the return of the kidnapped children and women."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

13/10/2023 Nissim Vaturi
Deputy Knesset Speaker (Likud)
collective punishment
"We cannot go back to the same conception: we need to exact a territorial price from them (Hamas), including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

16/10/2023 Limor Sonenson (Likud)
collective punishment
"There cannot be any humanitarian aid in Gaza while there are hostages in the Gaza Strip, including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip. We cannot enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of explosives by the Air Force, and not an ounce of humanitarian aid."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

13/10/2023 Nissim Vaturi
Deputy Knesset Speaker (Likud)
collective punishment
"There cannot be any humanitarian aid in Gaza while there are hostages in the Gaza Strip, including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip. We cannot enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of explosives by the Air Force, and not an ounce of humanitarian aid."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

16/10/2023 Ohad Tal
Member of the Israeli Knesset (Religious Zionism)
forced displacement
"We will destroy Hamas without mercy - I want revenge. If the Egyptians care so much for them - they are welcome to have them wrapped in cellophane tied with a ribbon. Save [our land] in Aravka!"

https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/h1smrocwt

16/10/2023 Ohad Tal
Member of the Israeli Knesset (Religious Zionism)
forced displacement
"We will destroy Hamas without mercy - I want revenge. If the Egyptians care so much for them - they are welcome to have them wrapped in cellophane tied with a ribbon. Save [our land] in Aravka!"

https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/h1smrocwt

16/10/2023 Limor Sonenson (Likud)
collective punishment
"We cannot go back to the same conception: we need to exact a territorial price from them (Hamas), including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122

16/10/2023 Almog Cohen
Deputy Speaker of Knesset
"A complete siege on Gaza. No water, no electricity, no food. It's like the Berlin Blockade. Water for the south of the Gaza Strip – only in exchange for the return of the kidnapped children and women."

https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172885653122
Unnamed Israeli Officials
genocide intent
"It became evident to US officials that Israeli leaders believed mass civilian casualties were an acceptable price in the military campaign," the New York Times wrote, adding: "To private conversations with American counterparts, Israeli officials referred to how the United States and other allied powers resisted to devastating bombings in Germany and Japan during World War II — including the dropping of the two atomic warheads in Hiroshima and Nagasaki — to try to defeat those countries."

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/30/world/middle-east/israel-bombing.html

Minister of Strategic Affairs
civilian harm
"Disengagement in the cabinet over humanitarian aid...Netanyahu told the world leaders that humanitarian aid was necessary as part of the fighting strategy, to gain time and international legitimacy," According to Channel 13, the Minister of Strategic Affairs stressed that "from day one we said that humanitarian aid was necessary as part of the fighting strategy, to gain time and international legitimacy," which was rejected by Shasat-Netanyahu, who considered that Netanyahu's statements indicated the failure of Israeli propaganda to mobilize international public opinion as it was in favor of supporting Israel since October 7.


Member of the Israeli Knesset (New Hope)
civilian harm
channel 13 quoted Shasha-Netanyahu as saying, "If you had fought from the first day on the level of propaganda (Hebrew) with the same determination, that would have given us time and legitimacy in the world. And since the world is demanding that we expand aid, this means that the efforts of the Israeli Hasbara are not proving themselves."

https://twitter.com/ShashaNetanyahu/status/1719742662796833156

Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud), former Minister of Information
civilian harm
"Erase all of Gaza from the face of the earth. That the Gaza monsters will fly to the southern fence & try to enter Egyptian territory or they will die & their death will be evil. Gaza should be erased!" (Likud MP and former public diplomacy minister (Hasbara) Galit Distel Atbaryan: "Hate the enemy. Hate the monster. Any vestige of internal bickering is a maddeningly stupid waste of energy. Invest this energy in one thing: Erasing all of Gaza from the face of the earth. That the Gaza monsters will fly to the southern fence and try to enter Egyptian territory. Or they will die and their death will be evil. Gaza should be erased."

https://twitter.com/GalitDistel/status/1719748953093655940

Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud)
civilian harm / collective punishment
"At this very moment, aid trucks continue to enter the Gaza Strip enough! How long will we bow our heads and endure the shame? That's not how you defeat terrorism, stop everything immediately bring back a total blockade. Return instructions to open fire in the north of the Gaza Strip against all incoming Gaza. Let the soldiers and commanders win. Thanks to them and thanks to their courage and understanding of the necessity of fighting we will win!"

https://twitter.com/lowkey0nline/status/1719748695036506443

Member of the Israeli Knesset (Likud)
civilian harm / collective punishment
"The complete destruction (the same term could be used for "clearing") of the Hamas will happen in our own way." (writer note: as a response to international pressure regarding the number of civilians harmed)"

https://twitter.com/GiladGanat/status/1719748420176799272

Minister of Communications
forced displacement
"The crime of transfer is created by both physical force and the creation of a coercive enviroment. "Israeli minister calls for voluntary emigration of Gazans" " Finance Minister Gila Gamliel adovocating for a mass relocation of Gazans: "Instead of funneling money to rebuild Gaza or to the failed UNRWA, the international community can assist in the costs of resettlement, helping the people of Gaza build new lives in their new host countries. Gaza has long been thought of as a problem without an answer." while "Israeli communities in the Gaza Strip against all incoming Gazans. Let the soldiers and commanders win. Thanks to them and thanks to their courage and understanding of the necessity of fighting we will win!"

https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4520443,00.html

Deputy Speaker of Knesset (Likud)
civilian harm
"I am a tweet posted on november 24, the deputy speaker of the parliament tweets: "you need to change disc, for was right "meaning public opinion on Azaria should change as he was right to do what he did. (writer note: for Azaria a soldier convicted of manslaughter and later relieved following his murder of a Palestinian youth that he neutralized and later dliberately shot in head post-neutralization - execution style read: https://www.b teaches.com/video/20160324_soldier_executes_palestinian_attacker_in_hebron)"

https://twitter.com/Palestine UNIT/status/1320861826095619051

Deputy Speaker of Knesset (Likud)
genocide / civilian harm / destruction
"In an interview to the Knesset channel, "We speak intelligently, like the Eastern Europeans with us." - MK Nisim Vaturi on changing the approach to the war in Gaza. "We have to rally the people, to rallies in our thousands and later dliberately shot in head post-neutralization - execution style read: https://www.b teaches.com/video/20160324_soldier_executes_palestinian_attacker_in_hebron"

https://twitter.com/Knesset/Tweet/1320861826095619051

Deputy Speaker of Knesset (Likud)
etnic cleansing / displacement
"The crime of transfer is caused by both physical force and the creation of a coercive enviroment. "Israeli minister calls for voluntary emigration of Gazans" " Finance Minister Bezalel Smotrich calls the move "the right humanitarian solutions", Critic cal" ethnic cleansing": "I was wrong and I'm sorry."

https://www.nature.com/world-middle-east-israel-minister-calls-voluntary-emigration-gazans-2011-12/

Deputy Speaker of Knesset (Likud)
civilian harm / collective punishment
"After tweeting 'burn Gaza no less', Vaturi in a comment to the tweet: It's the stuff of burning Gaza, why should we be ashamed? Are there civilians in Gaza? Suddenly they put in place the Gaza Strip, they murder children, why should we put up with something this the hell in Gaza? Tunnels, Hamas, and the damned terrorists who hold children captive."

https://twitter.com/BezalelSmotrich/status/132062058546464327

Deputy Speaker of Knesset (Likud)
forced displacement / civilian harm
"In a tweet: "A return to Jewish settlement in the northern Gaza Strip is a correct and logical answer to the murderous terrorist attack by Hamas! The settlement will help reforest security, and fix the image of Israeli istory in the eyes of our enemies" in the video: 0:12: "wean a 10 year old [Gaza] boy is terrorist in 7 years..." we didn't ask to kill anyone but the terrorists, and a Jewish settlement is the answer that makes most sense (meaning security wise)"

https://twitter.com/BezalelSmotrich/status/1320432650591048993

Deputy Speaker of Knesset (Likud)
forced displacement / civilian harm
"[...] open the port of Gaza, put them [Gazaans] on ships and ship them to Scotland, because a 10 year old [Gaza] boy is terrorist in 6-7 years" (writer note: yes, he said it again.)"

https://twitter.com/BezalelSmotrich/status/1320434115179765683
"We can certainly restore settlement in the Gaza Strip.

I want the possibility to behead head after head, head after head of the Nukhba.

“We must not show mercy to cruel people, there is no place for any humanitarian gestures – all these accursed.”

"Our fighters, who went to war… for revenge for the terrible massacre carried out by the Nazi terrorists… will return to peace with the hostages, only after they have cut off the foreskins of all the ones who will remain so that they will not have a resurrection. An finally, Erase Gaza. Nothing else will satisfy us. It is not acceptable that we maintain a terrorist authority next to Israel. Do not leave a child there expel all the remaining ones at the end, so that they will not have a resurrection.

"This is Gaza’s Nakba 2023"

"In 1987, we held them by force. This mistake must not be repeated. As a democratic state, we must allow them to go to other countries, far from here. #voluntary_transfer"